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EDITOR'S NOTES

is the official publication of the National Capital Chapter of the
BMW Car Club of America, Inc. and is not in any way connected
with the Bayerische Moteren Werke AG or BMW of North
America, Inc. It is provided by and for the club membership only.
All ideas, opinions and suggestions expressed in regard to technical or other matters are solely those of the authors and no
authentication or factory approval are implied unless specifically
stated. The club assumes no liability for any of the information
contained herein. Modifications within the warranty period may
void the warranty.

Here it is the day after the Spring Tour. Those of y ^ K S T o
se o f you
went on it know what a good time it was, and those
who missed it — for shame! It was a beautiful day to take in
the sights. Our 11-car caravan departed Oxon Hill at about
9:45 a.m. on Saturday morning. Throughout the day we
saw not only a lot of pretty countryside, but also St. Mary's
College, Point Lookout, Stratford Plantation (where Robert
E. Lee was born), and Frederisburg. One of the things I found
amusing was the people we passed along the way. It was
not unusual to see them counting us as we went by, and/or
scratching their heads in puzzlement. A few of them even
waved as our "parade" passed by. I think we all had a good
time — including the newest addition to our family, Baron,
our puppy. (He even respected our BMW enough to not
"initiate" it during the 200 + mile trip!)

der bayerische
is published monthly 11 times a year, January
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VA. 22216.
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I'd like to thank several people for their help with the newsletter. It's a big job for me to get the articles together, have
it typeset, paste it up, get it to the printer, pick up the copies
from the printer, label and mail them every month. These
people have really helped out alot. I'd like to thank: all the
officers and Carolyn Eldred for their tremendous support;
Bill Via, Jim Ryland, and the rest of you who have or will
submit; Dave Smith for his art contributions; Jane Touzalin
for her help with the membership and mailing; and Barry,
my husband, for all his help and dedicated support during
my temporary moments of insanity at deadline time. These
people have all put forth a great deal of effort in orderjhat
our newsletter will meet your various aspirations,
gang!
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Next month's meeting" is at the Diamond Head Restaurant
in Chevy Chase/Bethesda on May 16 at 8:00 p.m. The program, arranged by Dave Toy, is the people from Radial Tire
Company. They will discuss the choice tires for BMWs. Their
information should prove very useful to all of us.
Coming up June 11 is the Picnic. In this issue is an article
with a more complete description. It should be an enjoyable
time for the whole family, and a good chance to get to
know each other a little better.

CALENDAR. . .

See you all at the meeting and picnic!
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6

Vicki

Fuel Injection Tech Session Line, etc.

16 BMWCCA Monthly Meeting
20-21 SCCA Road Races, Summit Point
28 BMWCCA Autocross
27-29 IMSA GT & RS races, Lime Rock, Connecticut
30 Exec meeting & der Bayerische deadline
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Jim Atwell

11 BMWCCA picnic
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20 BMWCCA Monthly Meeting
24-25 SCCA road races, Summit Point
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Exec meeting & der Bayerische deadline
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FROM BEHIND THE GAVEL. .
As those of you in Maryland have no doubt noticed, we're
till having problems getting der Bayerische to you. Altering
ur production schedule has not worked out very well, so
I'm trying to get a second bulk-rate postal permit. Postal
costs already consume a large part of our budget, so I really
hate to do anything to raise costs much more.

and shotguns from distances of five to ten feet. There were
a lot of embedded slugs but no penetration. If you needed
this sort of protection, though, you would definitely be
aware of the cost, both in money and in extra weight. All
in all, it was an interesting exposure to a different part of
the world.

I'm writing this the day before the Spring Tour. The forecast is for really nice weather and since the foliage is really
starting to come out, tomorrow should be a beautiful day
for the tour.

Dave Toy has arranged the next two programs. At our May 16
meeting, the people from Radial Tire Company in Silver
Spring will speak about tire choices for BMWs. I know from
past experiences that different brands, types and sizes of
tires can all have widely differing effects on how your car
rides and handles. As everyone winds up purchasing different
tires sooner or later, this should be a program of interest to
all. At the June 20 meeting, Dave will give his talk on BMW
suspension systems. We heard him at the annual meeting
and thought he did a very good job.

The next event coming up is the picnic, Sunday, June 11.
Details are in this issue. Carolyn and I visited Chuck Garrish
a couple of weekends ago and checked out the site. Chuck
has done a lot of work and we hope he will be rewarded
with a good turnout.
Due to a general lack of interest, I'm considering dropping
out of the Council. By my count, we have about five people
autocrossing and about three rallying. Unless someone were
really gung-ho, the ability to organize Council events just
does not seem to exist in this Club anymore. My appeals
for a Council Representative have met with a great deal of
silence. Given all this, I really do not see much point in remaining in the Council and we may as well get out before
we're thrown out. If you care, think it over. We'll discuss
this at the next meeting.
Our programs have continued to be quite interesting. Bill
Scott is heavily involved in anti-terrorist driver's training
and gave a very interesting talk describing the present situaion in the world, some of the strategies involved and how
he teaches his students to deal with them. He also had some
examples of amor-plate and lexan window-shields used for
vehicle protection. These seemed more impressive when he
described how they had been tested by being shot at pistols

CASCO
AUTOMOTIVE

I hear a lot of complaints from purchasers of newer cars
about all the problems they are having, but have seen or heard
very little about solutions. Write these up and send them in
and we'll try to get together a tech-oriented issue featuring
320s, 530s, etc. As usual, any contributions are gladly welcomed, as are buy and sell items. Send these to the club's
mailbox.
Once again, I'd like to thank the Diamond Head Restaurant
for continuing to provide a meeting place at no charge. I hope
we all will support them to reciprocate.
One of the features I would like to have at the Picnic on June
II is an informal "car show." If you have an older car, an
unusual model or a highly modified car — this is your chance
to show it to an appreciative audience. BMW has had a very
interesting and widely varied history - let's see as many
representatives of it as possible.
See you at the next event!

R ...

Bring Your Car Up-To-Date With These
Exciting And Proven Products From
Casco Automotive, Which Offer
Superior-To-Stock Performance And
Reliability And Reduced Maintenance
As Well.
Turbocharger Kits. (3.0Si, 530i, 320i, 2002tii) Starting at $1100.
Includes instructions and all parts necessary (except exhaust system modifications). Installation available.
Synthetic Lubricants. Complete line including Chemlube lOw 40,
Transmission Gear Oil (1147), and Rear Axle Oil (1145). Offer
reduced friction, less wear, and improved driveline efficiency, durability, and reduced frequency of maintenance.

For Information and Prices, Call
Phil Morgan at (703) 971-3449
Evenings from 6-10 P.M.
OR
Terry Luxford, Quality Car Services,
Days at (301) 340-8269
•

Electronic Ignitions. For racing or street applications. Optical
triggering to eliminate variability and failure susceptibility of points.
Also, Multi-spark capacitive discharge systems by Autotronic Controls Corp. MSD-7A for racing, MSD-6A for street, Both eliminate
pitting of points and offer higher output energy (up to 60KV).
Spark Ignition Wires.'Radio-suppressed, silicone-jacketed, lowloss, solid wires by MSW. Long life and no resistor losses to diminish
intensity of sparks to .plugs.

SPRING SPRUCE-UP
By Jim Ryland
Spring is here! The ice in the bottom of the trash cans has
finally melted, and it's time to get the BMW into the driveway for a good cleaning.
Get up early and do the inside first. Vacuum everything. A
lukewarm solution with mild detergent will dazzle the headliner and brighten up all the vinyl and pedal bads. Wipe over
everything with a clean soft rag dampened with warm rinsewater, then do the glass with Windex and newspaper (no lint).
Use your best finger to get the chewing gum off the bottom
of the rear ashtrays, and marvel at how much trash will f i t
in those things.
Next, wash the car w i t h warm water and a small amount o f
mild dishwashing liquid to erase the final traces of salty
winter, thus preparing the finish for a serious waxing. This
is a good time to remove the side grill pieces and suds away
leaves, salt, old bird parts, bits o f clothing from autocross
courseworkers, and general dirt. Hose the entire bottom o f
the car w i t h special attention to the wheel wells. Lift out
that spare tire, clean that trunk well, tote that barge, lift
that bale . . . . Whew!
Open all the windows for a good airing out and take a break
for breakfast. While coffee is brewing and the toast is toasting,
go into the bedroom and show your best friend how good
you feel being up early and getting things done. Throw up
the shades and windows and breathe deep a few times; maybe
your enthusiasm will spread to your friend who has escaped
under the sheet but don't count on it.

good results with the following procedure; otherwise,>»PSx
product with a cleaning agent (Rain Dance, Vista, Turtle
Wax, Classic, etc.) may be in order first. Do the entire car
with Meguiar's New Car Glaze (its green). This is a great
product; it's cheap, easy to put on and get off, and will not
remove any paint. It's very effective in preventing the paint
from drying out and will keep new paint looking new for a
long time.
Now stand back and admire your work. If you think the
Bimmer looks good now, you ain't seen nothin yet. Give it
a second coat with Meguiars Mirror Glaze Paste Wasx; do the
chrome and wheel covers with same, then take another break
to see if your friend is up yet.
Finally, silicone spray all the rubber seals and moulding you
can find and finish over with Armorall (don't forget the tires).
Don't use Armorall on the interior seats unless you like sitting
on the floor when waiting for red lights to change.
The entire process I've just described can be completed in 2
to 3 hours, quicker if you get all the materials together ahead
of time. And don't let it go to waste. Bring your masterpiece
to the Chapter Picnic for all of us to enjoy.

Eat up and take a second cup outside with you. OK. I f the
paint on the BMW is in pretty good shape, you will get very

MAINTENANCE

GENERAL REPAIRS

BMW

PAUL BROYLES
DICK SCHIAVONE
Factory Trained—10 Years Combined
Experience
9541 Smith Ave.
Open F r i thru Tue
Lanham, Md. 20801
Closed Wed. and Thur
24-HOUR MESSAGE SERVICE

« _ _ _ — — _

(301) 459-2080

4710151

15563 Frederick Road
Rockville, Md. 20850
Telephone: 340-BMW3

Quality BMW Parts and Accessories
at Discount Prices
Bilstein Shocks
Supersprint Exhausts
OEM Parts
Manuals
Stabilizer Bars
Springs
Suspension Kits
And MANY MORE!

Store Hours:
10 am-7 pm, Monday-Friday
10 am-5 pm, Saturdays
Closed Sundays & Holidays

Original Equipment Manufacturer:
tune-up parts
filters
brake components
clutch components
major and minor engine parts

%* WINTER SPECIALS!! Limited Time Only Specials*J
AUTOY Sport Springs
Boge Front Strut Inserts
OEM Windshield Wiper Motor, 12V
BMW 530i Styled Steel Wheels, 6x14
PM1027 Purolator Air Filters

1600, 2002
1800, 2000
1600, 2002
530i, All 6 cyl.
All 1 BBL, 4 cyl.
& Carb. 6 cyl.

$92. Set of 4
$39. Pair
$41. Each
$15. Ea., $5574

$7. Pair
Great 40 Channel CB Radio
$76.
Cobra 23 Channel SSB/AM 12 Watt CB Radio
$125.
Floor Mat Sets (Sets of 4)
Coco, All Models $19.95
Sisal, All Models $29.70

T a k i n g Orders N o w For T h e Following At T r e m e n d o u s Savings:
• Marchal Quartz Iodine Driving Lamps
• Recaro Seats
• Talbot Mirrors
• Momo Steering Wheels
• ATS, BBS & Momo Alloy Road Wheels
Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

BRIEF LOOK AT THE "SMALL SIX" TWO-LITRE BMW
By Bill

Via

•

In Europe, BMW has replaced its two-litre four-cylinder
engine with a six-cylinder version of that same displacement,
as has been previously reported elsewhere. Motor, a British
automotive weekly, compared the performance of a pair o f
3-series BMWs equipped with these engines in its edition of
December 3 1 , 1977. Earlier, in its edition o f June 18, 1977,
the same magazine reported its test results for the European
version of the more familiar four-cylinder 320 i. Although
the cars we receive are ladened with heavier bumpers and
"cleaner, " somewhat less powerful engines, the European
versions continue to be of interest, in part because their
performance figures allow us by extrapolation to gain useful
information about the probable performance of "Federalized" versions.
Model (European)
320/4
320/6
Bhp/rpm (DIN)
122.4/6000
109/5800
117/4000
Torque, lb ft/rpm
115.7/3700
106
Max speed, mph
112
10.5
0-60 mph, sec
9.7
Overall mpg (U.S. gal)
20.7
17.4

320i/4
125/5700
126.5/4350
115
9.2
20.9

The editors of Motor seemed ambivalent about the two-litre
six, noting particular disappointment with its torque and fuel
consumption, and they also found it to be not noticeably
smoother than the four. They looked forward to testing the
other new "small six," the 323i, which in European form
produces 141 lb f t o f torque and 143 horsepower.
Given our Federal government's present 18 mgp "fleet average" requirement, which is scheduled to increase each year
until it reaches 27.5 mpg in 1985, we cannot expect 3-series
cars equipped with the new six-cylinder engines to be sold
here in significant quantities, if at all, unless BMW finds a
way to improve its "fleet average" significantly, as for example
by adding a turbocharged diesel and a "Bavarian Honda"
to the lineup.

SWAP AND/OR SELL
Many Parts for '67-'69 2002 & 1600: Most Parts Except Engines
& Rears, Few Body Panels. For Example: Clear Windshields,
Front $50, Rear $35; Front Struts, $40 Ea.; Transmissions, $150
Ea.; 4'i x 13 Rims, $5 Ea.; Driveshaft for Longneck Rear, $25.
Call Bill Riblett, 652-9013. (Leave Message if Machine'Answers.)
Rt 355

SPORTS CAR COLLECTORS SOCIETY
OF AMERICA ANNUAL MEETING
On June 4, the Sports Car Collectors o f America (SCCSA)
will hold their annual show on the grounds of the Gude
Nursery in Rockville, MD. This is an easy-going show devoted to sports cars - a not easily defined category. Last
year they had Cobra's, Jaguar's, Ferrari's, MGs, Triumph's,
Porsche's and a BMW 507. There was also a 2002 and, in the
parking area, an Issetta! Fees are minimal even for entrants
and there is also a "flea market" area. The show will run
from 10 AM to 5 PM, rain or shine. For directions see map:

GUDE DR.

X~2-7°

jy435

There is a category for Sports Sedan in the judging and classes
will be established for each make having 5 cars or more. So shine your Bimmer up and join the show! For details, contact
Bill Riblett (301-652-9013).

COMPETITIVE EVENTS, THE COUNCIL, AND THE FUTURE
Eldred
By Bill
Riblett and Carolyn
This was to be an article about the club-sponsored autoCouncil." In order to retain our membership in the Council,
cross, which had been scheduled for Memorial Day weekour club must each year sponsor at least one event which is
end. But the autocross has been cancelled. Earlier it was
open to the public. (While BMWCCA-NCC did not sponsor
any open activities during 1977, we were permitted to remain
necessary to cancel the championship rally were scheduled
in the Council on the assumption that insurance difficulties
to sponsor later in the year. The problem in both cases was
were at least partly responsible for our failure to do so.) While
a dearth of BMWCCA-NCC members to organize and work
the required event is normally assumed to be a competitive
these events.
driving event, it is our understanding that even an open social
Autocross and rallies, unlike most other activities of our
event would meet the requirement.
club, are open events, intended primarily for Washington
So the issue is what Council membership means to the BMW
area sports car enthusiasts from outside the club. Club memclub. Given the low level o f interest among our membership
bers may derive some enjoyment from working these events,
in sponsoring competitive driving events and the difficulty
but this benefit is only incidental to putting on a successful
we've experienced in finding members to represent us at
event for the "outsiders."
Council meetings, remaining in the Council would not dppedl
appear
Given the low level of interest among our membership in
to be a high priority objective of our membership.
sponsoring such competitive driving events, are there any
appears to be more interest in activities designed f l
reasons for continuing to strive to do so? The major arguenjoyment of club members and their families, and tm
thl
ment for sponsoring such events has to do with the relationnothing wrong with this. But the issue which needs to be
ship of BMWCCA-NCC to the Metropolitan Washington
Council of Sports Car Clubs (MWCSCC), also known as "the
(Con'l on pg. H)
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IMPORTED CAR PARTS
2737 DORR AVE. (MERRIFIELD SUB-DIVISION]
FAIRFAX, VA. 22030
BAP
PHONE: (703) 573-7740

GEQN OFFERS A
COURTESY DISCOUNT TO
B M W C C A CARD HOLDERS

PRINCIPAL LINES:
BOSCH
CHAMPION PLUGS
GEON
GIRLING
TIRES

AMCO
ARMSTRONG
AUTOBOOKS
BORG &BECK
B&B ACCESSORIES

INTERPART
KONI
LOCHEED
LUCAS
HITACHI PLUGS

SOLEX
STEBRO
SU
WEBER
ZENITH
m X

Si PARTIAL LISTING OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS:
ACCESSORIES
AIR FILTERS
AIR HORNS (SPEC ORDER)

RINGS
SHOCK ABSORBERS
SKI RACKS
SPARK PLUGS
SPOKES & NIPPLES

FUEL PUMPS & KITS
FUSES
GASKETS
GEARSHIFT KNOBS

BATTERIES
BRAKE DISCS
RAKE CABLES
RAKE HOSE
BRAKE HYD. KITS
BRAKE H Y D . C Y L .
BRAKE FLUID
BRAKE SHOES (EXCH)
BRUSHES(GEN & STARTER)
BULBS
CABLES

B

FLEXIBLE FUEL LINES
FLOOR MATS
FLYWHEEL RING GEARS
FRONT SUSP. KITS

AXLE BOOTS
AXLE SHAFTS
BALL JOINTS
BEARINGS

•:•:

I

CLASSIC PRODUCTS
CARBURETORS & KITS
CARPET KITS
CHROME AIR FILTERS
CLFAR FUEL LINE
CLUTCHES (NEW & EXCH)
DRAG LINKS
DRIVING LIGHTS
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMPS
ENGINE BEARINGS
ENGINE MOUNTS
EXHAUST PIPES
FAN BELTS
FLEXIBLE DRIVE JOINTS

STARTERS (NEW & REBUILT)
STEBRO MUFFLERS
STEERING DAMPERS

GEARSHIFT BOOTS

STEERING JOINTS

GENERATORS (NEW & REBUILT)

SUN VISORS

GREASE FITTINGS
GRILLE GUARDS

TAILPIPES
THERMOSTATS
TIE ROD ENDS

HEADLAMP UNITS
HEATER HOSE

TIMING CHAINS

IGNITION COMPONENTS

TIMING GEARS
TONNEAU COVERS
TOOLS

KINGPIN SETS
KNOBS. CHROME & WOOD
KNOBS, VINYL
LUGGAGE RACKS

TOPS (AMCO BRAND)

MASTER CYLINDERS
MIRRORS

UNIVERSAL JOINTS
VALVES
VALVE SPRINGS

MUFFLERS

VALVE GUIDES

NUTS & BOLTS
OIL FILTERS

VOLKSWAGEN REPLACEMENT PARTS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

OIL SEALS
PATCHES

WATER PUMPS
WHEELS

PIN BUSHINGS
PISTONS
RADIATCR CAPS

WHEEL CYLINDERS
WIPER MOTORS
WIPER BLADES & ARMS

RADIATOR HOSE

WORKSHOP MANUALS

REGULATORS(VOLTAGE)
BUSINESS HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY: 8 30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 00 A.M. - 1 30 P.M.

REUPHOLSTERY KITS

OUT OF TOWN ACCTS SHIPPED UPS DAILY
CALL US FOR QUOTATION AND AVAILABILITY

It

FREE DEL/VERY

FOR ANY FOREIGN CAR PART!

TO WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS IN METRO

AREA!

CHAPTER PICNIC
By Chuck

Garrish
The picnic area has facilities for basketball, frisbee, a H W i b r t
hit softball, and there is a boat ramp suitable for launching
small sailboats. Pick your sport and bring your equipment!
In addition, the area is ideal for walking and bike riding
along the bay beach front (don't forget your bikes), and
swimming is a possibility if the weather is warm enough.

Sunday, June 1 1 , is the date set for the National Capital
Chapter family picnic. (Sunday, June 18, is the raindate.)
the picnic will take place from noon until six at the Bay
Ridge community boat club grounds, just outside the city
of Annapolis. The location is easy to reach from the Baltimore
and Washington areas, and the Bay Ridge community, with
its Chesapeake Bay-front location, will provide a scenic and
relaxing setting for a day of BMWCCA-NCC activities and
camaraderie. The picnic will also provide a special opportunity for chapter members living too far from Washington
for attendance at the monthly meetings to take a pleasant
Sunday drive and meet their fellow chapter members.

Organized activities of the day will include a clean car contest — hopefully with prizes —, a display o f interesting and/or
old cars, and games for the kids. If you have some BMW items
(parts, etc.) collecting dust in your garage and you would like
to get rid of them, we will also set up some swap and sell
tables.

This will be a BYOBB (bring your own basket and beverage)
affair. We suggest that you pack a cooler with food and
drink. We will have three or four charcoal grills set up for
those who wish to cook hamburgers, hot dogs, or even something more exotic. We also suggest that you bring blankets
or folding chairs to sit on.

In the event of rain, the picnic will be postponed until the
following Sunday, June 18. If the weather is cloudy but dry,
the picnic will take placed as planned. If in doubt on the
morning o f the picnic, call Bill Riblett (652-9013) after 9:30;
he will have a recorded message on the Phonemate indicating
our plans.

FAST LflKE Dft.
SAV K\D<*£
FofK

po'**

SEVSRAI

AWBK,

DIRECTIONS: T o reach the Bay Ridge boat club grounds,
take Route 50 from Washington or Route 2 or Route 3
from Baltimore to Annapolis. Proceed to the Annpolis-Parole
exit. Take Route 665, Forest Drive, and follow this road for
approximately six miles to the community o f Bay Ric
Take a left onto East Lake Drive and follow the sign to tl|
picnic area, about four blocks. The attached map should hell
you to find your way.

TEST DRIVE THE LUXURY
(DUPE THAT'S AS EXCITING
TO DRIVE AS IT IS TO SIT IN.
What makes the BMW 630CSi
so rare among the world's luxury
coupes is that while all affect the racy
lines and the trappings of the true GT
car, the BMW 630CSi truly is one.
In proclaiming the BMW Coupe
the best GT car in the world, Town &
Country magazine's automotive
authority put it this way: "Before advertising people learned that you can
apply any
name to

kind of car, GT stood for Grand
Touring, which, simply stated, means
a closed, two-door car with considerable style and considerable performance.. . I can't think of a better expression of the GT idea than this car."
If the thought of own-y
ing such a-car intrigues
you, call us and we'll
arrange a thorough test
drive for you.

THE UUIMJOTE M M * MACHME.
Bavarian Motor Works. Munich, Germany.

manhattan
Phone: 5 6 0 - 2 3 0 0

• •"/auto

doug mac donald
BMW sales representative

8427 lee highway
fairfax, Virginia 22030

Manhattan Auto Offers Special Consideration to BMWCCA Members

rCTTiTrSSSWi

EPLACINC YOUR EXHAUST SYSTEM
ere are at least five commonly replaced parts on your car
which can be expected to last only a certain amount of time:
tires; exhaust system; battery; shock absorbers; and brake
pads and lining. It is possible with all o f these to improve
upon the original product supplied (all come from suppliers
to BMW), either in performance or longevity, or both.
A significant number of people seem to want to know what
the best replacement for their failing exhaust system is. In
the July 1976 issue o f Rally Magazine, apparently now defunct, was published tests of a variety of systems on a 1972
BMW 2002tii. I believe these results are applicable in general
to other BMWs, particularly 1602 and 2002 models.
The test covered six areas: road horsepower at different rpm
ranges; hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions; ease
of installation; instruction; warranties; and noise levels. Test
equipment used included a Clayton CSS 7100 chassis dynometer and a Sun exhaust performance analyzer.
The systems tested were the stock system (apparently, 4 years
and 38,000 miles old), Ansa Supersprint, Stebro and Veloce.
Horsepower and emissions are recorded in the chart below:*
The Ansa system weighed 22 lbs. and was characterized as
well-made, easy to install, and an excellent fit. They exit in
the center of the rear and have good chrome, but very quickly
lost the black crackle-finish paint on much of the rest.

ROAD HORSEPOWER
(AIR FUEL RATIO)
^ f P . M . 3rd GEAR
2,500
3,500
4,500
STOCK
41 (14.2) 66 (13.0) 80 (13.1)
AXSA
40 (14.0) 62 (13.4) 78 (13.5)
STEBRO
38 (13.7) 5 8 (12.4) 68 (12.6)
SUPERSPRINT
40 (14.1) 62 (13.4) 80 (13.6)
VELOCE
38 (13.7) 58 (12.6) 68 (12.7)

1

Hydrocarbon Emissions
(parts p e r million)
2,500
Idle
rpm
190
STOCK
110
90
ANSA
65
150
STEBRO
50
SUPERSPRINT 200
100
200
VELOCE
60

5,500
92 (13.6)
92 (13.6)
77 (12.2)
97 (13.6)
77 (12.1)

By Bill

Riblett

The Supersprint weighed 25 lbs., was also characterized as
well-made, easy to install, and an excellent fit. The chrome
tailpipes exit from the center of the rear and the paint was
the only example which did not quickly burn off. Supersprints were also noted for their "pinging" noises upon cooling — a somewhat bizarre feature, but no cause of concern
(it also goes away with age).
Stebro and Veloce are (were?) both made by Stebro. Veloce
was sold by Universal Imports, who were located in this area
in Rockville. Universal has gone out of business. Unlike the
other two systems which (like the stock system) were two
pieces, Stebro and Veloce were three and weighed 25 lbs.
They did not bolt onto the headpipes and required that the
flange be removed. This means you can't use that headpipe
for anything else. These systems were described as the most
solidly built and they fit good once installed. The tailpipes
exit from the right of center, nearer the stock location.
Conclusions were that there was little difference in noise
levels, that the stock system was very competitive in all
regards, and that the major variance was in warranties. Since
this test, the Ansa systems have been made quieter (they
previously had a reputation for being pretty loud) and Stebro
apparently has redesigned their products, at least to the
extent that they are now advertised as made of stainless steel.

6,000
88 (13.9)
95 (13.4)
62 (11.0)
91 (13.3)
63 (11.3)

Warranties depend to a large extent on who you
buy from, so check carefully. I realize that this
information is somewhat dated, but hope it is of
some use. Comments are certainly welcomed.

C a r b o n m o n o x i d e Emissions
(p ercentage)
2,500
Idle
rpm
STOCK
4.1
2.9
0.3
ANSA
1.4
0.6
STEDRO
2.3
0.2
SUPERSPRINT
1.6
0.5
VELOCE
2.6

*

*

*

*
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The Future, Con't.

I
SALES
AUTO

is whether Council membership is sufficiently
to us to expend some minimal level of effort to
noncompetitive event so as to fulfill — at least
— the requirements for membership.

REPRESENTATIVE
INSURANCE

AGENT

HCI8HMAN B M W . INC.
3154

addressed
important
sponsor a
technically

JEFFERSON D A V I S

HICJHWAY

ARLINGTON. V A 2 2 2 0 2

684.85CX)

We need to know how club members feel about this issue.
We plan to pursue this matter further at the next chapter
meeting on May 16, but if you have any opinions on the
subject and cannot make the meeting, please call us at
652-9013.

;iv! fe CLUB
BMPCAR
OF AMERICA, INC.

MEMBERSHIP^
APPLICATION

Two Brewer St.
Cambridge, MA 02138

•

c^3^

BULK
U.S.

RATE
Postage

PAID
Arlington,
Permit

Va

42314

Please accept this application for membership in the BMW Car
Club of America and the National Capital Chapter.
Signature:
Date:
Name:

fc CLUB Of J*.
Box

Address:

:

City:

,
Zip

State:

Model of BMW:
Year:
Ser. No.
Model of BMW:
Year:
Ser. No.
Your check payable to BMWCCA must accompany this
application.
Joining during:

685

Arlington

Va.

22216

NEXT MEETING:
DATE: Tuesday, May 16, 1978
TIME: 8:00 P.M.*
PLACE: Diamond Head Restaurant
6900 Wisconsin Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD
656-3161
Program: Radial Tire Company
PROGRAM: Radial Tire Company
*Come Early and Dine with Fellow Members!
1-2/U

NOV-FEB 23.50; MAR—MAY 19.00; J U N - O C T 14.50

This covers your initiation fee of $2.50 plus both National
Capital Chapter and National dues to the end of the current
calendar year.
SILVER SPRING

ffpfr

SPECIALIZING Ki CHINESE

PfKIM
I SZE GHVM CVISIIE
WITH INTERNATIONAL f AVORTTgS

DiomovrfKearf

IIOTIC DPJNKB
ROMANTIC ATMOSPHERE
COCKTAILS—LURCHES—OWNER
l U A U ROOM SPECIAL —
SUNDAY f AMR.Y SPECIAL
ALL YOU CAN EAT
A T REASONABLE PRICES

DIAMOND HEAD
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
M
CARDS TOO

656-3161
WttCOMfjrt AVI.. CHEVY C H A M
VIRGINIA

